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Abstract

The growing size and complexity of cloud systems determine scalability issues

for resource monitoring and management. While most existing solutions con-

sider each Virtual Machine (VM) as a black box with independent characteristics,

we embrace a new perspective where VMs with similar behaviors in terms of

resource usage are clustered together. We argue that this new approach has the

potential to address scalability issues in cloud monitoring and management. In

this paper, we propose a technique to cluster VMs starting from the usage of mul-

tiple resources, assuming no knowledge of the services executed on them. This

innovative technique models VMs behavior exploiting the probability histogram

of their resources usage, and performs smoothing-based noise reduction and se-

lection of the most relevant information to consider for the clustering process.

Through extensive evaluation, we show that our proposal achieves high and stable

performance in terms of automatic VM clustering, and can reduce the monitoring

requirements of cloud systems.

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Virtual Machine clustering, Bhattacharyya

Distance, Histogram Smoothing, Spectral Clustering
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1. Introduction

The cloud computing paradigm has emerged in the last few years as a way to

cope with the demands of modern application exploiting virtualization techniques

in large data centers. Cloud data centers based on Infrastructure as a Service

(IaaS) paradigm typically host several customer applications, where each applica-

tion consists of different software components (e.g., the tiers of a multi-tier Web

application). Each physical server in a cloud data center hosts multiple virtual

machines (VMs) running different software components with complex and het-

erogeneous resource demand behavior. Many customers are outsourcing services

and moving their applications from internal data centers to cloud platforms ex-

ploiting long-term commitments, purchasing several VMs for extended periods of

time (for example, integrating a data center with the Amazon so-called reserved

instances). As this scenario is, and is expected to be in the next future, a signifi-

cant part of the cloud ecosystem [1], we assume in the present study that customer

VMs do not change frequently the software component they are running and that

a single software component is typically deployed on several different VMs for

reliability and scalability purposes.

As cloud data centers grow in size and complexity to accommodate an in-

creasing number of customers, the process of monitoring VMs resource usage to

support management strategies in cloud systems becomes a major challenge due

to scalability issues. As VMs are traditionally considered as independent black

boxes, management strategies require to collect information about each single

VM of the data center. This means that gathering data about VMs exhibiting simi-

lar behaviors results in the collection of redundant information, thus hindering the

scalability of monitoring tasks for the cloud system.

We claim that automatically clustering together VMs with similar behaviors

may improve the scalability of the monitoring process. However, this approach



opens novel issues about how to represent VMs behavior and to measure their

similarity. The main contribution of this paper is the proposal of a technique,

namely Smoothing Histogram-based clustering (or SH-based clustering for short),

to group VMs showing similar behavior in a cloud data center. The proposed

technique exploits histograms of resource usage to model VM behaviors, and ap-

plies a smoothing algorithm to cope with the quantization error introduced by the

histogram-based representation. The VMs similarity is determined through the

Bhattacharyya distance [2], that is a statistical technique measuring the similarity

of discrete probability distributions. A further qualifying contribution of the SH-

based clustering technique is the automatic selection of the specific information

that is useful for the clustering process, to avoid considering data that do not carry

any meaningful information and may degrade the clustering performance due to

the presence of spiky or noisy behaviors.

To the best of our knowledge, the automatic clustering of VMs with similar

behavior is a problem only recently analyzed in [3, 4]. In [3] clustering is based

on the correlation coefficients among resource usage, which leads to highly sen-

sitive performance with respect to the length of resource usage time series. In [4]

the authors exploit an approach based on the Bhattacharyya distance requiring a

separate clustering step for every VM resource, thus resulting in a non-negligible

computational cost of the clustering process. On the other hand, the technique

proposed in this paper outperforms the previous attempts in terms of both qual-

ity and computational cost of the clustering solution. A preliminary version of the

present study was published by the authors in [5]; however, the SH-based proposal

is a clear step ahead with respect to the original work in terms of methodological

improvements (that is, use of histogram smoothing and analysis of a wider set of

information to describe VM behavior) and novel experimental testbed.

We apply the proposed technique to two case studies: a first dataset coming



from a cloud provider hosting VMs running Web servers and DBMS, and a second

dataset obtained from a synthetic benchmark deployed on a cloud infrastructure.

We show that our technique achieves high and stable performance in clustering

VMs on the basis of their resource usage monitored over different time periods; in

particular, the proposed clustering is effective even when the VM resource mon-

itoring covers short periods of time (e.g., one day). Furthermore, our results

demonstrate that blindly feeding every available information into the clustering

process does not necessarily improve the clustering performance, demonstrating

the advantage of automatically selecting relevant information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the

proposed technique for VM clustering. Section 3 discusses the application of the

SH-based technique to a cloud data center. Section 4 describes the experimental

testbeds used to evaluate our technique, while Section 5 presents the results of

the experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 6 discusses the related work and

Section 7 concludes the paper with some final remarks.

2. SH-based clustering technique

Management strategies in cloud data centers typically try to predict VM work-

load over a planning period of time (e.g., hours or days) based on resource usage

patterns observed on past measurements, that are usually carried out with a fine

granularity (e.g., 5-minute intervals) [6, 7]. Since management strategies consider

each VM as a stand-alone object with independent resource usage patterns, the

amount of information that needs to be collected represents a challenge for the

scalability of the monitoring system.

The SH-based clustering technique aims to address this scalability issue by

automatically grouping similar VMs based on resource behavior. The main goal

is to cluster VMs of the same customer application which are running the same



software component (e.g., VMs belonging to the same tier of a Web application),

and therefore show similar behaviors in terms of resource usage. Then, the mon-

itoring system can exploit a fine-grained data collection about few representative

VMs as a representation of the behavior of a larger VM cluster [3].

In the rest of this section we describe and formalize the SH-based technique to

automatically cluster similar VMs in a IaaS cloud system. The proposed technique

is based on the following steps:

• Extraction of a quantitative model to describe the VM behavior through

selected useful information

• Smoothing step to remove noisy contributions from the VM behavior de-

scription

• Definition of a distance matrix representing VMs similarities

• Clustering based on the distance matrix to identify classes of similar VMs

Each step is now described in detail, providing insight on the main design choices

and their motivation.

2.1. VM behavior quantitative model

We now formally define the quantitative model chosen to represent the behav-

ior of VMs and discuss some critical design choices involved in this step. We call

the usage of a resource on a VM a metric and we use the probability distributions

of the metrics to describe the VM behavior. Specifically, we represent such prob-

ability distributions using histograms. For formalization purposes, we consider

N VMs and M metrics, so that n ∈ [1, N ] is a generic VM and m ∈ [1,M ]

represents a generic metric.

We now explain how the histogram is built. Let (Xn
1 ,X

n
2 , . . . ,X

n
M) be a set

of time series, where Xn
m is the time series consisting of the samples for metric m



on VM n. The corresponding probability density function p(Xn
m) is represented

through normalized histograms. Each histogram consists of a specified number

of bins, where each bin is associated to an interval of values the samples can take

and represents the sample density for the interval, that is the fraction of samples

in the time series falling within the interval.

If Bm is the number of bins considered for metric m, the histogram for metric

m on VM n is the set Hn
m = {hnb,m∀b ∈ [1, Bm]}, where hnb,m is the density

associated to the b-th histogram bin and defined as:

hnb,m =
|{x ∈ Xn

m : x > X l
m(b), x ≤ XU

m(b)}|
|Xn

m|

where |{x ∈ Xn
m : x > X l

m(b), x ≤ XU
m(b)}| is the number of samples in the

range (X l
m(b), XU

m(b)] and |Xn
m| is the number of samples in the time series. The

bin upper and lower bounds are defined as: X l
m(b) = Xminm + (b− 1)∆xm and

XU
m(b) = Xminm + b∆xm, where Xminm is the minimum value of metric m for

every VM,Xmaxm is the maximum value of metricm for every VM, and ∆xm is

the width of a bin for metric m, that is ∆xm = Xminm−Xmaxm
Bm

. Figure 1 provides

a graphical example of the above defined histogram.

Figure 1: Histogram example

This definition ensures that for each metric m the number of bins is the same

for every VM, which is required to compare histograms of different VMs. It

is worth to note that different statistical techniques are popularly used to auto-

matically estimate the number of bins of an histogram, such as Scott, Sturges



and Freedman-Diaconis rules [8, 9]. In this paper, we consider the Freedman-

Diaconis [9] rule, which was proven to be the best choice to generate resource

usage histograms capturing VMs behavior [5]. This rule is particularly suitable to

cope with samples not following a normal distribution because it makes use of the

inter-quartile range of the data to determine the bin number.

The representation of VMs behavior by means of metric histograms opens

some issues related to the selection of actually useful information that may bring

significant contributions to capture VMs behavior.

A first consideration is that the use of histograms takes into account the dis-

tribution of values in the time series, but may fail to capture dynamic behaviors

in the resource usage. Hence, we consider to exploit additional information such

as the derivative values extracted by the metric time series: for each histogram

Hn
m, we define another histogram Hn

m′
, which is built on the time series Xn

m′ of

the discrete derivative m′ of the metric m. Such histogram aims to capture the

dynamic aspects of the corresponding resource usage for the VM n. Each value in

the derivative time series is computed as the difference between the corresponding

value and its predecessor in the original time series.

A second consideration concerns the selection of which metrics are useful for

actually capturing the VM behavior. A naı̈ve approach of just feeding into the

clustering process as much information as possible may be counter-productive, be-

cause non-significant data may have an effect comparable to noise and adversely

affect the performance of clustering. Human intervention in the information se-

lection process is not a viable option because it would hinder the applicability of

the technique to large-scale data centers. Hence, we define an automatic process

to select relevant metrics. In the management of data centers, CPU and memory

are typically considered as representative VM metrics [10, 11], but we already

demonstrated that they are not sufficient for VM clustering [3]. For metric se-



lection, we rely on two statistical properties: the autocorrelation function (ACF)

and the coefficient of variation (CV). We perform a first selection based on the

values of the ACF of each time series: a quick decrease of the ACF means that the

observed metric exhibits low (or null) autocorrelation. This is the case of metrics

characterized by random perturbations and/or spikes varying in time and intensity

which may be detrimental for VM clustering purposes [12]. Hence, we choose to

retain metrics showing a slow decrease of the ACF, which have a strong depen-

dency among its values. However, a slow decreasing of ACF may be caused by

two conditions: (a) the metric is characterized by trends or periodical patterns that

are likely to be relevant to describe the VM behavior; (b) the metric values show

very low variations during the observation period, that are unlikely to be useful for

capturing differences in VM behaviors. To eliminate metrics corresponding to the

latter condition, we consider the CV of the metric time series. Specifically, a very

low CV (� 1) indicates metrics whose values vary into very small ranges, and

which do not provide any meaningful informative contribution for VM clustering.

2.2. Histogram smoothing

A further step in our technique is to apply a smoothing process to the met-

ric histograms. Figure 2(a) shows a typical metric histogram Hn
m presenting an

irregular shape. Irregularities are typically related to the interaction between a

finite number of samples in the time series and the boundaries in the bins. There-

fore, they may be considered as a quantization noise that is not useful to describe

the VM behavior, and is potentially harmful for our purpose of grouping together

similar VMs. We aim to remove this contribution from the VM behavior descrip-

tion exploiting a smoothing technique. Figure 2(b) shows the smoothed version

of the original histogram in Figure 2(a). Smoothing algorithms have already been

exploited in other research fields, such as artificial vision, to remove noisy com-

ponents from histogram representations [13, 14]. However, smoothing has never



been used in the specific context of VM behavior modeling.
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Figure 2: Histogram smoothing example

To model the weights used for the smoothing algorithm, we use a Gaussian

functionG(x), which represents a Gaussian probability density with average value

µ = 0, and with standard deviation σ2 ( σ2 = 0.25 in the example of Figure 2).

G(x) =
1√

2πσ2
e
x2

2σ2 (1)

From this Gaussian function we obtain an histogram G. The smoothed his-

togram is obtained by summing the generic b-th bin of a metric histogram Hn
m

with the values of all the nearby bins, each weighted according to the bins of the

histogram G:

hsnb,m =

∑Bm
i=0 h

n
i,m · gi−b∑Bm

i=0 gi−b

where hsnb,m is the b-th bin of the smoothed histogram HSn
m for metric m

and VM n, hni,m is the value of the original histogram bin and gi is a bin of the

histogram G obtained from the Gaussian function.

2.3. Distance matrix

The third step of the technique consists in building a distance matrix to de-

fine similarities among VMs starting from the smoothed histograms representing



the VMs behavior. To build the distance matrix we exploit the Bhattacharyya

distance [2], which measures the similarity between two datasets based on their

probability distributions. The Bhattacharyya distance Dm(n1, n2) computed ac-

cording to metric m between VMs n1 and n2 is defined as:

Dm(n1, n2) = −ln(
Bm∑
b=1

√
hsn1

b,m · hs
n2
b,m)

where hsn1
b,m is the b-th bin value in the smoothed histogram HSn1

m of metric

m for VM n1, while hsn2
b,m refers to VM n2. Since the histograms are normalized,

the Bhattacharyya distance may take values ranging from 0 (identical histograms)

to∞ (histograms where the product of every pair of bins is 0), as shown in Fig-

ure 3.

Figure 3: Bhattacharyya distance example

However, for clustering purposes a single metric is not sufficient, so we need

to combine together more metrics. To this aim, we define the multimetric-based

distance as the sum of squares of the distances for each metric, that is:

D(n1, n2) =
M∑

m=1

Dm(n1, n2)
2am +

M∑
m′=1

Dm′ (n1, n2)
2am′ (2)

where Dm(n1, n2) is the Bhattacharyya distance between n1 and n2 according

to metrics m, and Dm′ (n1, n2) is the distance computed according to derivative

values m′; the boolean variables am and am′ have value 1 or 0 depending on

whether metric m and its derivative m′ are considered or not. Finally, we build

the distance matrix D using the distances between every pair of VMs.



2.4. Clustering

The final step of the technique aims to obtain a clustering solution from the

distance matrix D. To this aim, we need to transform D into a similarity matrix S.

This step is carried out by applying a Gaussian kernel operator, that is a common

approach to translate distance into similarity [15]: specifically, we define the sim-

ilarity as si,j = e
−d2i,j
σ2 , where di,j is an element of the distance matrix D and σ is a

blurring coefficient of the kernel function. Preliminary analyses on the impact of

the σ coefficient on the clustering results suggest that the choice of the parameter

is not critical for the performance of the clustering algorithm. We choose σ = 0.6,

that is a default value for Gaussian kernels in statistical software tools [16].

To cluster together elements of a set starting from a similarity matrix, tradi-

tional algorithms such as k-means or kernel k-means are not viable options be-

cause they expect as input a set of coordinates for each element to cluster. On

the other hand, spectral clustering is a widely adopted solution which is explicitly

designed to manage as input a similarity matrix or matrix-based representation of

graphs [17].

The spectral clustering algorithm computes the Laplacian operator from the

input similarity matrix S. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Laplacian are

then used to extract a new coordinate system that is fed into a k-means clustering

phase [18]. About this last phase of the clustering process, we must recall that

the k-means algorithm starts with a random set of centroids. To ensure that the

k-means result is not affected by local minimums, we iterate the k-means multiple

times, then we compare the ratio between inter-cluster distances (sum of squares

of distances between elements belonging to different clusters) and intra-cluster

distances (sum of squares of distances between elements of the same cluster).

Finally, we select the best solution across multiple k-means runs as the solution

that maximize inter-cluster distances and minimize intra-cluster distances. The



output of the clustering is a vector C, where the n-th element cn is the ID of the

cluster to which VM n is assigned.

Once the clustering is complete, we need to select for each class some repre-

sentative VMs that will be monitored with fine granularity. To this purpose, it is

worth to note that the output of the k-means internal phase of spectral clustering

provides as additional output the coordinates of the centroids for each identified

cluster. In this case, few representative VMs can be selected as the VMs closest

to the centroids. Specifically, we should consider that more than two representa-

tives (at least three) are selected for each class due to the possibility that a rep-

resentative unexpectedly changes its behavior with respect to its class: quorum-

based techniques can be exploited to cope with byzantine failures of representative

VMs [19].

3. Application of the SH-based clustering technique to cloud data centers

We now discuss how the SH-based clustering can be integrated in a typical

IaaS cloud data center. Specifically, this section aims to demonstrate the applica-

bility of the proposed technique, providing also an insight on the potential savings

in terms of data collected by the monitoring system.

3.1. Management strategy in a cloud data center

Management strategies in IaaS cloud data centers must guarantee an effi-

cient use of the system resources while avoiding overload conditions on physi-

cal servers. We recall that we consider a scenario where cloud customers rely on

long-term commitments and we assume that VMs do not change frequently the

software component they are running (e.g., changes occur with periods in the or-

der of few weeks or months). In this scenario, we consider a cloud management

strategy that consists of two separate mechanisms [20]: (a) a reactive VM reloca-

tion that exploits live VM migration when overloaded servers are detected [21];



(b) a periodic global consolidation strategy that places customer VMs on as few

physical servers as possible to reduce the infrastructure costs and avoid expensive

resource over-provisioning [10, 7, 22].

The SH-based clustering technique is essential to the scalability of the global

consolidation strategy because it can group together VMs with similar behavior

in terms of resource usage. The clustering technique is periodically applied to the

VMs of each customer. After the clustering process, few representative VMs are

selected for each identified cluster, as discussed in the previous section. To reduce

the amount of data collected by the monitoring system, only the representative

VMs of each class are monitored with fine granularity to collect information for

the global consolidation task, while the resource usage of the other VMs of the

same class is assumed to follow the representatives behavior. A quantification of

the reduction in the amount of information required to support global consolida-

tion policy is provided in the last part of this section. We do not enter in the details

of the specific algorithm or periodicity used for the server consolidation because

these choices depend on the workload characteristics in terms of variability and

patterns. However, this does not reduce the generality of the proposed solution,

because the SH-based clustering technique may be integrated with any consoli-

dation strategy. As regards the non representative VMs of each class, they are

monitored with coarse-grained granularity to identify behavioral drifts that could

determine a change of class. At the same time, sudden changes leading to server

overload are handled by the reactive VM relocation mechanism.

3.2. Reference scenario

Let us now describe an example of cloud data center exploiting the proposed

technique for monitoring and management. Figure 4 depicts the reference sce-

nario. The scheme represents a cloud data center with several physical servers,

namely host nodes, each running several VMs. A monitor process on each host



node periodically collects samples of the VM resources usage using the hypervi-

sor APIs. The collected data are sent to the time series aggregator running on the

host node. The time series aggregator selects the data to be communicated to the

clustering engine, which executes the proposed technique to automatically cluster

VMs, and to the cloud controller, which is responsible for running the consoli-

dation strategy. Live VM migration in the case of sudden host overload [21] and

programmed migrations to implement global consolidation strategies are carried

out by the local manager on each host node.
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Figure 4: Cloud Data Center

We now describe the dynamics occurring in the considered cloud system to

support VM clustering and server consolidation. The process of VM clustering

starts from the collection of time series Xn
m describing the resources usage for

each VM n and for each metric m over a certain period of time. The monitor pro-

cesses are responsible for this data collection. Then, the time series aggregators

of each host send the data to the clustering engine, which executes the SH-based

technique to obtain a clustering solution C and selects the representative VMs for

each identified class.



The information on VM classes and representatives are sent to the time series

aggregators on each host node and to the cloud controller. The time series ag-

gregators selectively collect the resource time series of the representative VMs of

each class, then send the data to the cloud controller. This latter component car-

ries out the consolidation task, exploiting the resource usage of the representative

VMs to characterize the behavior of every VM of the same class. The consolida-

tion decisions are finally communicated to the local managers on each host node

to be executed.

It is worth to note that the process of VM clustering is carried out periodically

with a frequency that allows to cope with changes in the VM classes (e.g. few

weeks). Furthermore, the clustering may be triggered when the number of excep-

tions in VMs behavior exceeds a given threshold, where for exception we mean

newly added VMs or clustered VMs that change their behavior with respect to the

class they belong to. However, a precise determination of the activation period or

strategy of the clustering process is out of the scope of this paper.

3.3. Reduction of monitored data

To understand the benefits for the monitoring system achievable through the

proposed SH-based clustering technique, it is interesting to determine the poten-

tial reduction in the amount of data collected to support consolidation. To this

aim, let us consider for example a cloud data center with 1000 VMs belonging to

5 customers, each running a three-tiered Web application (that is, resulting in 15

clusters of similar VMs).

Assuming that the global consolidation strategy considers K metrics for each

VM that are collected with a frequency of 1 sample every 5 minutes, we have

to manage a volume of data 288 · K samples per day per VM. Considering our

example, we have to monitor 1000 VMs, for a total amount of data in the order of

288× 103 ·K samples per day. After the clustering, we continue to monitor every



5 minutes only a few representative VMs per class, while the remaining VMs can

be monitored with a coarse-grained granularity, for example of 1 sample every

few hours. Assuming to select 3 representatives for each of the 15 VM classes,

the amount of data to collect after clustering is reduced to 13×103 ·K samples per

day for the class representatives; for the remaining 955 VMs, assuming to collect

one sample of the K metrics every 6 hours for VM, the data collected is in the

order of 3.8 × 103 · K samples per day. Hence, we observe that the amount of

data collected can be potentially reduced by a factor of 17, from 288× 103 ·K to

16.8× 103 ·K.

4. Experimental testbed

To evaluate the performance of the proposed SH-based clustering technique

we consider two case studies: (a) a dataset coming from a virtualized testbed

hosting a benchmark e-business application with synthetic workload; (b) a real

dataset coming from a Web-based application hosted on an enterprise data center.

Let us describe in details the two case studies and the considered performance

indicator.

4.1. EC2 Amazon case study

The first case study, namely EC2 Amazon, is based on a dataset coming from

a virtualized testbed running an e-commerce application. The considered appli-

cation, based on the RUBiS benchmark [23, 24], is deployed over the Amazon

Elastic Computing infrastructure. The benchmark uses a PHP-based application

server, a DBMS and a set of emulated browsers, issuing both HTTP and HTTPS

requests. By default we use 100 emulated browsers, but in some experiments

we change their number from 50 to 200 to consider different workload intensi-

ties. The benchmark is replicated on 36 VMs (we use the micro instances of VM

provided by Amazon EC2), with 12 VMs dedicated to the emulated browsers (by



default, 100 threads of emulated browsers for each VM), 12 to Web servers and 12

to DBMS. The monitoring system periodically collects samples about the usage of

13 VM resources. Each sample provides an average value computed over the pe-

riod between subsequent samplings. In this scenario, the virtualized infrastructure

is monitored through a framework explicitly designed for cloud platforms [25].

The complete list of the metrics collected by the monitoring system is provided in

Table 1 along with a short description.

Table 1: VM metrics for EC2 Amazon case study

Metric Description

X1 BlockOut Rate of blocks written to storage [Blk/s]

X2 CtxSwitch Rate of context switches [Cs/s]

X3 CPUIdle CPU idle time [%]

X4 CPUSystem CPU utilization (syst. mode) [%]

X5 CPUUser CPU utilization (user mode) [%]

X6 CPWait CPU waiting time [%]

X7 Interrupts Rate of interrupts [Int/s]

X8 MemBuff Size of filesystem in memory (Read/Write access) [MB]

X9 MemCache Size of filesystem in memory (Read only access) [MB]

X10 MemFree Size of free memory [MB]

X11 NetRxPkts Rate of network incoming packets [Pkts/s]

X12 NetTxPkts Rate of network outgoing packets [Pkts/s]

X13 ProcRun Number of running processes

As the considered application is supporting a synthetic workload, the patterns

of client requests are stable over time without the typical daily patterns that char-

acterize Web traffic. For this reason, we collect samples only for 12 hours: longer

time series would not provide additional information from a statistical point of

view in this steady state scenario. On the other hand, having a complete control

on the monitoring infrastructure allows us to change the sampling frequency for



the metrics of each VM: specifically, we consider sampling frequencies ranging

from 30 seconds to 5 minutes.

4.2. Enterprise data center case study

In the second case study, we consider 110 VMs belonging to one customer

Web application which is hosted on the cloud data center and is deployed ac-

cording to a multi-tier architecture. Specifically, the 110 VMs are divided in two

classes: Web servers and back-end servers (that are DBMS). We collect data about

the resource usage of every VM for different periods of time, ranging from 1 to

40 days. The samples are collected with a frequency of 5 minutes. For each VM

we consider 10 metrics describing the usage of different resources related to CPU,

memory, disk, and network. The complete list of the metrics is provided in Table 2

along with a short description.

Table 2: Virtual machine metrics
Metric Description

X1 SysCallRate Rate of system calls [req/sec]

X2 CPU User CPU utilization [%]

X3 DiskAvl Available disk space [%]

X4 CacheMiss Cache miss [%]

X5 Memory Physical memory utilization [%]

X6 PgOutRate Rate of memory pages swap-out [pages/sec]

X7 InPktRate Rate of network incoming packets [pkts/sec]

X8 OutPktRate Rate of network outgoing packets [pkts/sec]

X9 AliveProc Number of alive processes

X10 ActiveProc Number of active processes

It is worth to note that the workload intensity considered in this case study

changes dynamically over time. Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show a 5-days time series

of CPU utilization for a DBMS and a Web server, respectively: both graphs clearly

show the presence of daily patterns in the VMs CPU measurements.
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Figure 5: Time series of CPU utilization

4.3. Performance Indicator

To evaluate the performance of the proposed clustering technique, we need

a measure indicating how many VMs are correctly identified. To this aim, we

consider the clustering purity, which is one of the most popular measures for

clustering evaluation [26] and represents the fraction of correctly identified VMs.

Purity is determined by comparing the output C of the clustering algorithm with

the ground truth vector C∗, which represents the correct classification of VMs into

clusters. It is worth to note that, since the spectral clustering includes an internal

phase of k-means starting with a set of randomly-generated cluster centroids, in

our experiments we run the final clustering step 103 times, then we select as the

clustering output vector C the solution that maximizes inter-cluster and minimizes

intra-cluster distances.

Purity is defined as:

purity =
|{cn : cn = c∗n,∀n ∈ [1, N ]}|

N

where |{cn : cn = c∗n,∀n ∈ [1, N ]}| is the number of VMs correctly clustered

and N is the total number of VMs.



5. Performance evaluation

In this section we present several experiments to evaluate the effect of his-

togram smoothing and the performance of the SH-based clustering technique. We

first evaluate the clustering purity achieved by the SH-based technique when ap-

plied to the two described case studies. This evaluation specifically aims to an-

alyze the impact on the final clustering results of the critical design choices in-

volved in the first two steps of the SH-based technique described in Section 2,

which mainly concern: inclusion of derivative values, automated metric selec-

tion and application of histogram smoothing. Furthermore, we analyze the impact

of variability in workload intensity on the final clustering results. Finally, we

compare the performance of the SH-based technique with that of alternative VM

clustering approaches proposed in previous studies [3, 4].

5.1. Impact of derivative values

In this first experiment we evaluate the opportunity of including derivative val-

ues of the metric time series in the computation of the Bhattacharyya distance be-

tween different VMs. To this aim, we analyzes for both case studies the clustering

purity achieved by considering different information as input for the computation

of the distance matrix D in Eq. 2. Specifically, we consider three cases: AllMet

uses only the metric histograms to compute the Bhattacharyya distance, without

derivative values (that is, am = 1, am′ = 0 ∀m ∈ [1,M ] in Eq. 2); AllDer exploits

only the histograms of the derivative values (am = 0, am′ = 1); All(Met+Der)

uses both histograms of metrics and derivative values (am = am′ = 1).

Figure 6 shows the clustering purity as a function of sampling period (from

0.5 to 5 min) for the EC2 Amazon case study and of time series length (from 1 to

40 days) for the Enterprise Data Center scenario.

We observe that for both case studies the AllDer curve achieves very poor re-
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Figure 6: Clustering purity including derivative values

sults. The All(Met+Der) curve performs better than AllDer, but the achieved pu-

rity is always lower than AllMet case, showing the negative influence of including

derivative values. The derivative values, that we included in the attempt to capture

the dynamic behavior of VM metrics, not only fail to provide any improvement,

but significantly decrease the capability of correctly clustering VMs. This poor

result is explained by the fact that the use of derivative values tends to exacerbate

the effect of the oscillating behaviors in the metric distributions, which do not

bring any meaningful contribution to the VMs description but have a detrimental

effect on the clustering results. This effect is confirmed by the analysis of the re-

sults in Figure 6(a), that is referred to the EC2 Amazon scenario. In this case we

observe that the clustering purity of the AllDer curve significantly decreases for

smaller sampling periods, because considering derivative values in case of high

sampling frequency intensifies the negative effect of metric spiky behavior on the

final clustering results.

A last observation is that the EC2 Amazon scenario provides a clustering pu-

rity that is generally higher if compared to the Enterprise Data Center scenario,

even if the overall data collection time is limited to 12 hours. This result is moti-

vated by the use of a synthetic workload for the EC2 Amazon case study, which



is characterized by regular access patterns that increase the accuracy of the clus-

tering algorithms.

Summarizing the results, the lesson learned by this experiment is that feeding

additional information into the clustering process does not necessarily improve

the achieved performance. On the other hand, it is of key importance for the

clustering to select the appropriate data, which may bring significant contribution

to the representation of the VM behavior.

5.2. Impact of metric selection

We now evaluate the impact on clustering performance of the automated se-

lection of relevant VM metrics to compute the Bhattacharyya distance. The au-

tomated selection is based on the Autocorrelation Function (ACF) computed for

different values of the time-lag and on the coefficient of variation (CV) of each

metric. Specifically, we evaluate how fast the ACF decreases as the time-lag in-

creases: we discard metrics having a percentage decrease of ACF greater than

50% for time-lag equal to 1 [12]. Among the remaining metrics, we operate a

further selection based on the coefficient of variation (CV), discarding metrics

having a value of CV� 1, as discussed in Section 2. The ACF and CV values are

reported in Tables 3 and 4 for EC2 Amazon and Enterprise Data Center scenario,

respectively. In particular, third and fourth columns of the tables report the per-

centage decrease of the values of ACF computed with time-lag equal to 1 and 5.

We highlight with gray background the rows corresponding to discarded metrics,

emphasizing with bold font the ACF and CV values that determine the elimination

from the set of relevant metrics.

For example, in the case of the Enterprise Data Center (Table 4), we first dis-

card metrics X4 and X6 because they show a quick decrease of ACF even for

short time-lag (68% and 85% for time-lag equal to 1, respectively), meaning that

the metrics are likely to be characterized by random perturbations and/or spikes



Table 3: Statistical properties of VM metrics for EC2 Amazon scenario
Metric ACF decrease CV

Lag=1 Lag=5

X1 BlockOut 66% 85% 12.48

X2 CtxSwitch 57% 75% 0.68

X3 CPUIdle 15% 23% 0.12

X4 CPUSystem 15% 22% 0.67

X5 CPUUser 16% 22% 0.63

X6 CPWait 53% 74% 20.07

X7 Interrupts 2% 4% 0.13

X8 MemBuff 4% 18% 0.35

X9 MemCache 23% 35% 0.08

X10 MemFree 19% 25% 1.14

X11 NetRxPkts 1% 3% 0.52

X12 NetTxPkts 2% 4% 0.54

X13 ProcRun 90% 97% 11.76

Table 4: Statistical properties of VM metrics for Enterprise data center scenario
Metric ACF decrease CV

Lag=1 Lag=5

X1 SysCallRate 11% 20% 0.87

X2 CPU 14% 23% 1.09

X3 DiskAvl 1% 3% 0.17

X4 CacheMiss 68% 81% 0.60

X5 Memory 5% 9% 0.54

X6 PgOutRate 85% 93% 23.13

X7 InPktRate 12% 19% 1.29

X8 OutPktRate 13% 21% 1.22

X9 AliveProc 1% 3% 0.07

X10 ActiveProc 17% 22% 0.67

varying in time and intensity [12]. It is worth to note that metric X6 has a CV

value � 1, thus confirming that it is characterized by spiky and highly variable

behavior [27]. On the other hand, metric X4 is characterized by random perturba-

tions that determines its lower variance (CV < 1). Then, we discard X3 and X9

because they have a CV� 1, indicating that these metrics show very low varia-

tions during the observation period, thus providing a not meaningful informative



contribution to differentiate the behavior of VMs belonging to separated classes.

The same selection process is applied to the EC2 Amazon scenario (Table 3).

To demonstrate that the selected metrics bring a relevant contribution to VM

description, we now evaluate the clustering purity achievable by considering only

the set of selected metrics, that we call BestSet, and compare it with the results

obtained for the entire set of metrics, namely AllMet. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show

the results for EC2 Amazon and Enterprise Data Center case study, respectively.

To understand the different contributions of selected and discarded metrics, for

both case studies we also present the clustering purity achieved by computing

the Bhattacharyya distance just on single metrics: for example, we consider the

metrics X11 (NetRxPkts, selected) and X2 (CtxSwitch, discarded) for the EC2

Amazon scenario, and the metrics X8 (OutPktRate, selected) and X6 (PgOutRate,

discarded) for the Enterprise Data Center case study.
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Figure 7: Clustering Purity with Metric Selection

We first observe that the use of the BestSet leads to two important achieve-

ments with respect to the entire set of metrics: better performance and stability

of the clustering results for both case studies. Discarding the metrics based on

ACF and CV values allows us to avoid the negative effect that adds variability to

the performance of the AllMet curve. Such negative impact is particularly evident



if we observe Figure 7(b) (Enterprise Data Center scenario): for almost every

time series length the single selected metric X8 achieves better results than the

AllMet curve, whose performance is decreased by the negative effect of metrics

which are discarded from the BestSet, such as metric X6. It is also worth to note

that the clustering purity for AllMet decreases for long time series (left part of

Figure 7(b)). This result is apparently counter-intuitive, because it should be eas-

ier for the clustering process to correctly associate VMs to the belonging class

when longer sequences of characterizing measurements are available. However,

the reason of this behavior can be found in the presence of multiple local maxima

(modes) in the distributions of long metric time series. The multi-modal nature of

these distributions, that was pointed out by statistical analysis carried out on met-

ric time series, tends to hinder the performance of the clustering process. How-

ever, this experiment shows that an appropriate selection of metrics significantly

reduces the sensibility of the clustering results to the length of the time series.

5.3. Impact of histogram smoothing

In this experimental evaluation we aim to show the benefit of applying smooth-

ing to metric histograms to eliminate noisy contributions and capture the similar-

ities between VMs behavior. To this purpose, we present two experiments: first,

we evaluate the change in the Bhattacharyya distance when computed on non-

smoothed and smoothed histograms; second, we evaluate the impact of applying

histogram smoothing on the final clustering purity of the SH-based technique.

5.3.1. Impact on Bhattacharyya distance

To understand how smoothing affects the Bhattacharyya distance, we consider

the histograms referring to the same metric of the same VM, monitored during two

subsequent periods of observation. In particular, we compare the Bhattacharyya

distance computed on the non-smoothed and smoothed histograms.



Let us start with an example that considers the memory utilization (X5) of

a Web Server taken from the Enterprise Data Center case study. Figures 8(a)

and 8(c) present the histograms of the memory utilization for the first and sec-

ond 2-days period, respectively. Figures 8(b) and 8(d) show the corresponding

smoothed histograms. It is worth to note that in this and following experiments

we use a value of σ2 equal to 0.25 for the smoothing function in Equation 1. The

choice of this value is motivated by preliminary tests, not reported here for space

reasons, where we evaluate the impact of this parameter on the Bhattacharyya dis-

tance of non-smoothed and smoothed histograms for multiple metrics and VMs:

we found that any value of σ2 that is 0.1 < σ2 < 0.4 provides a significant noise

reduction, while preserving the main shape of the histograms.
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Figure 8: Histogram smoothing example

If we observe the non-smoothed histograms in the left part of Figure 8, we note

that the noise due to quantization when building the histogram may hinder the pos-

sibility to capture the similarity between the resource usage in the two observed

periods. This hypothesis is confirmed by the computation of the Bhattacharyya

distance: the distance between the non-smoothed histograms is equal to 0.496,



while it decreases to 0.297 when computed between the smoothed histograms,

with a reduction of almost 40%.

We now extend our analysis to consider all the metrics included in the BestSet

for the Enterprise Data Center scenario. For each metric, we perform the same

evaluation on 110 VMs monitored for two subsequent periods of 2 days. Table 5

shows the percentage of reduction of the Bhattacharyya distance achieved when

smoothing is applied to the original metric histograms. Specifically, the first and

second rows of the table show for each metric the average and the standard devi-

ation of the achieved distance reduction, respectively.

Table 5: Reduction of Bhattacharyya Distance through Histogram Smoothing
Metric

SysCallRate CPU Memory InPktRate OutPktRate ActiveProc

Avg 37% 46% 43% 45% 41% 34%

StdDev 8% 9% 9% 8% 7% 6%

We observe that for all the metrics of the BestSet the application of the his-

togram smoothing leads to a significant reduction of the Bhattacharyya distance

between histograms resulting from subsequent observations of the same VM, with

a gain ranging from 34% to 46% on average. These results confirm that the

smoothing process may effectively reduce the noisy component in the metric mea-

surements while preserving the main informative contribution of the histograms

for a better determination of VM similarities.

5.3.2. Impact on clustering purity

Now we evaluate the impact of the smoothing process on the final performance

of the SH-based clustering technique. To this purpose, we apply the smoothing

technique to the histograms of the metrics included in the BestSet, and we refer to

the results as to BestSet-Smooth.

Figure 9 shows the clustering purity of the considered sets of metrics with and



without smoothing for the EC2 Amazon case study. We also show the results for

the AllMet case to highlight the gain achieved through the different steps of the

proposed technique.
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Figure 9: EC2 Amazon: clustering with BestSet smoothing

We clearly see that the application of the histogram smoothing leads to an in-

crease in the clustering purity and a greater stability of the results with respect to

the sampling frequency used to collect metric measurements, proving that reduc-

ing the contribution of the quantization noise may improve the final performance

of the clustering process.

As regards the different sampling frequencies, we note that slightly better per-

formance is achieved for a sampling period of 5 minutes (purity up to 0.94), even

if the results are quite stable for every considered period. Hence, we can con-

clude that the SH-based clustering technique is suitable for being applied in sys-

tems where resource usage samples are collected every 5 minutes. Such value

of the sampling period is commonly used for data monitoring in distributed sys-

tems [25, 7, 10] because it allows to reduce the amount of collected data with

respect to shorter periods.

We now pass to evaluate the effect of histogram smoothing for the Enterprise

Data Center scenario. Fig. 10(a) presents the comparison between BestSet-Smooth



and BestSet focusing on short time series, ranging from 5 to 1 days. The graph

confirms that the use of smoothed histograms may actually improve the perfor-

mance of the clustering process, with an increase of the clustering purity up to 5%

for the shortest time series.
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Figure 10: Enterprise Data Center: clustering with BestSet smoothing

We also compare the clustering purity of the BestSet-Smooth approach with

the results obtained by considering just the single metrics X2 (CPU) and X5

(Memory), with and without smoothing, as shown in Fig. 10(b). We consider

these metrics because they are typically the only ones considered in cloud data

center management [28, 29, 7]. Figure 10(b) shows the small benefit achievable

by applying the smoothing technique to each single metric. However, results in

Fig. 10(b), together with non reported experiments considering the other single

metrics composing the BestSet, confirm that the clustering purity of the BestSet-

Smooth outperforms the results of each single smoothed metric. This means that

the use of single metrics, including CPU and memory, is not so efficient to capture

the VMs behavior for clustering purposes. Hence, this experiment confirms the

need to consider multiple metrics to correctly characterize VM behavior, but also

demonstrates the importance of removing from the VM behavior description the

useless data which may decrease the clustering performance, such as the noisy



contribution removed through the smoothing process.

5.4. Impact of workload variability

We now aim to evaluate the impact on clustering results of workload vari-

ability. The experiments carried out on the Enterprise data center scenario already

show that the proposed clustering technique may handle the inherent variability of

daily patterns. We now aim to further investigate the impact of workload variabil-

ity by considering aperiodic workload changes for the EC2 Amazon case study.

To this purpose, we consider a number of emulated browsers ranging from 50 to

200 (we recall that 100 is the default value used in previous experiments): for each

considered workload intensity we collect samples for 12 hours, then we apply the

clustering technique. Moreover, we create a dynamic workload where the number

of emulated browsers grows from 50 to 200 during a single collection period of

12 hours.

Table 6 shows the clustering purity achieved by the proposed technique, re-

ferred as BestSet Smoothed, in this experiment. For sake of comparison, the table

also shows the results of the BestSet Not Smoothed clustering.

Table 6: Clustering purity for different workload intensities

Clustering Number of Emulated Browsers

Approach 50 75 100 150 200 Dynamic

BestSet Smoothed 0.943 0.938 0.940 0.936 0.942 0.949

BestSet Not Smoothed 0.922 0.918 0.921 0.913 0.911 0.901

We observe that the proposed technique shows a great stability for every work-

load intensity, and confirms the gain over the not smoothed approach. For the

dynamic workload (last column of Table 6), we note a slightly higher gain of the

smoothed approach, close to 5%. This result may be explained by considering the

multi-modal shape that characterizes the histograms of the VM metrics when a dy-

namic workload is applied: in this case the impact of the histogram quantization



noise is likely to worsen the clustering results in absence of a corrective smoothing

process. From this experiment we conclude that the proposed technique is able to

cope with variability in the workload, as long as the arriving requests are evenly

distributed among the VMs of the same cluster, for example through load sharing

mechanisms.

5.5. Comparison with existing VM clustering approaches

Recent studies [3, 4] of the authors propose alternative techniques to automat-

ically cluster VMs in cloud systems depending on their behavior. In [3] we exploit

the correlation coefficients between resource usage time series to determine VM

similarities, while in [4] we rely on cluster ensemble techniques. Specifically, in

the latter study we compute the Bhattacharyya distance and perform a clustering

step for every single VM metric, then we apply a quorum-based ensemble tech-

nique to determine a global similarity matrix between every pair of VMs, and

finally apply a last step of clustering.

Both these techniques present strengths and weaknesses. The computational

cost of the Correlation-based approach [3] is relatively small, requiring the simple

computation of the correlation matrix to determine the behavioral representation

of each VM; however, the clustering purity decreases rapidly for short metric time

series (that is, collected for few days) as well as in presence of time periods during

which VMs are idle. On the other hand, the Ensemble-based approach [4] presents

high clustering purity at the price of high computational costs due to histograms

computation and multiple executions of the clustering step. The SH-based tech-

nique proposed in this paper aims to achieve a clustering purity which is stable

for different time series and comparable with the Ensemble-based approach; as

regards its computational cost, it is higher with respect to the Correlation-based

approach due to the smoothed histograms computation, but it is expected to be

lower than that of the Ensemble-based technique thanks to the presence of a sin-



gle clustering step.

We now provide a quantitative comparison of VM clustering techniques in

terms of performance and computational cost by applying our proposal and exist-

ing approaches to the Enterprise Data Center scenario. Table 7 shows the clus-

tering purity achieved by the three clustering techniques for time series length

ranging from 10 to 1 days.

Table 7: Clustering purity of alternative clustering techniques

Clustering Time series length [d]

technique 10 5 4 3 2 1

Correlation-based 0.809 0.797 0.771 0.752 0.729 0.714

Ensemble-based 0.864 0.862 0.861 0.852 0.850 0.841

SH-Based 0.880 0.876 0.872 0.870 0.867 0.863

We observe that the proposed SH-Based technique shows higher clustering

purity with respect to both alternatives for every time series length. With respect

to the Correlation-based approach, the gain in clustering purity increases for short

time series, exceeding 15% for 1 day time series. This effect is due to the rapid

degradation of the clustering purity for short time series of the Correlation-based

approach, as already noticed in [3]. With respect to the Ensemble-based approach,

the SH-based technique achieves similarly stable and slightly higher performance

thanks to the application of automated metric selection and histogram smoothing.

However, the main advantage of the proposed technique over the Ensemble-based

approach is the lower computational cost, as discussed below.

In this last experiment we compare the execution time of the clustering SH-

Based and Ensemble-based techniques. We limit the evaluation of the execution

time to the clustering phase of the techniques, because it is the only centralized

step that cannot be easily distributed and parallelized on multiple nodes. More-

over, it is worth to note that the additional cost of histogram smoothing to de-



termine the behavioral representation of each VM in the SH-Based approach is

negligible with respect of the initial creation of the histogram itself.

The clustering execution time is evaluated with respect to the number of con-

sidered metrics and VMs to cluster: for each of the 110 VMs of the Enterprise

Data Center scenario we consider metric time series with the length of one day

(24 hours): in this way, we emulate the presence of an increasing number of VMs

to cluster, ranging from 110 to 1100. Fig. 11 shows the clustering time as a func-

tion of the number of metrics and VMs. It is worth to note that, to carry out a

fair comparison, we consider for the two approaches the same number of met-

rics, even if the SH-Based actually limits the metrics to a selected set, while the

Ensemble-based typically exploits a greater number of metrics.
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Figure 11: Ensemble-based vs Smoothed-BestSet Clustering Time

The execution time required by the Ensemble-based approach reaches values

that are one order of magnitude higher with respect to the proposed technique

when 10 metrics are considered, as in [4]. The high computational costs of the

Ensemble-based approach are due to multiple executions of the clustering step,

which is performed M + 1 times, where M is the number of considered metrics.

On the other hand, the SH-Based approach performs the clustering step just once,

so the execution time of this step does not depend on the number of considered



metrics.

6. Related Work

Scalability issues concerning resource monitoring and management in cloud

systems have received a lot of attention by academic and industrial research in the

last few years.

Current solutions for monitoring large data centers typically exploit frame-

works for periodic collection of system status indicators. Most frameworks for

multi-cloud monitoring rely on standard building blocks such as Ganglia1, Cacti2

or Munin3. However, monitoring a large number of VMs remains a challenge un-

less some technique is used to reduce the amount of data to collect and store, as

done by the SH-based clustering technique proposed in this paper, which explic-

itly addresses this problem.

Similar scalability issues can be observed for cloud management. Most man-

agement solutions are inherited from literature on distributed systems, and can

be divided in two categories: reactive on-demand solutions that can be used to

avoid and mitigate server overload conditions, and periodic solutions that aim to

consolidate VMs exploiting optimization algorithms. The two approaches can be

combined together [20]. Examples of reactive solutions are [28] and [29], that

propose a mechanism based on adaptive thresholds regarding CPU utilization val-

ues. A similar approach is described also in Wood et al. [21] with a rule-based

approach for live VM migration that defines threshold levels about the usage of

few specific physical server resources, such as CPU-demand, memory allocation,

and network bandwidth usage. We believe that this type of solution can be in-

1http://ganglia.sourceforge.net/
2http://www.cacti.net
3http://munin-monitoring.org/



tegrated in our proposal at the level of the local managers on each host node.

An example of periodic VM consolidation solutions is proposed by Kusic et al.

in [22], where VM consolidation is achieved through a sequential optimization

approach. Similar solutions are proposed in [10, 11]. However, these approaches

are likely to suffer from scalability issues in large scale distributed systems due

to the amount of information needed by the optimization problem. Solutions like

our proposal, aiming to reduce the amount of data to collect and consider for the

management of cloud data centers, may play a major role for the applicability of

consolidation strategies to large cloud systems.

Solutions that exploit clustering to improve scalability of monitoring in cloud

and multi-cloud systems have been recently proposed by the authors [3, 4, 5].

In [3] we rely on correlation coefficients between resource usage to determine

VM similarities, while the proposal in [4] exploits cluster ensemble techniques

to improve accuracy and stability of the results. However, the technique based

on correlation provides poor performance for short metric time series (few days),

while the ensemble-based approach has high computational costs due to multi-

ple executions of the clustering step. Section 5.5 shows a quantitative analysis

of the gain achieved by the SH-based proposal both in terms of performance and

computational cost. Finally, in [5] we present a first application of the automatic

metric selection approach to a multi-cloud context. This paper represents a major

improvement with respect to the preliminary study in [5] because it proposes a

way to reduce the impact of quantization noise on the computation of the Bhat-

tacharyya distance thanks to the histogram smoothing. Furthermore, this paper

presents a more extensive experimental evaluation of the clustering technique on

multiple workloads, and sensitivity analysis with respect to sampling frequency

and inclusion of derivative values besides metrics time series.

Prior studies proposing clustering of cloud VMs are rather limited. Zhang et



al. [30] propose a method for VM clustering in cloud systems. However, they

consider only storage resources in order to perform storage consolidation strate-

gies, while our proposal focuses on the more general problem of global server

consolidation and takes into account multiple resources to describe VMs behav-

ior. The study in [31] investigates similarities in VM images used in public cloud

environments. While this study focuses on the static images of cloud VMs to pro-

vide insights for deduplication and image-level cache management, our approach

leverages similarities in the dynamic VMs behavior to improve scalability of cloud

monitoring.

One of the main research area where clustering based on statistical represen-

tation of features has been applied is the field of image processing and computer

vision. For example, the use of histograms and Bhattacharyya distance has been

exploited to compare the similarity of images [32]. In a similar way, smoothing

techniques on histograms have been proposed for image processing as a way to

improve image identification and retrieval [13, 14]. However, the application of

such techniques to cloud computing is a major innovation that opens new prob-

lems, such as the need for VM metric selection, that are specific to this application

realm.

7. Conclusions

We propose a novel technique, namely SH-based, for automatic clustering of

VMs sharing similar behavior to improve the scalability of monitoring process in

cloud data centers. The proposed technique exploits the Bhattacharyya distance to

determine similarities among VMs based on their resource usage and introduces

a smoothing process to remove noise from VM behavior representation. Our pro-

posal also considers multiple VM metrics and automatically selects which of them

actually bring a meaningful contribution to the clustering process. We evaluate



the performance of the SH-based technique using two case studies, and we dis-

cuss the potential benefit in terms of reduction of the amount of data collected

by the cloud monitoring system. Our experiments show that the purity achieved

by automatic VMs clustering ranges between 95% and 86% for every considered

scenario. Furthermore, we compare the achieved results with those of alternative

approaches to VM clustering, showing how the proposed technique surpasses the

existing alternatives in terms of both clustering quality and computational cost.
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